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Abstract Sketching has raised an increasing interest in recent years for the generation of 3D prototypes. Among all the proposed solutions, the gesture and grammar approaches seem to be the most successful for the creation of a large range of free-form models. In this paper, we propose new sketching tools for the sketching of 3D models, driven by profile curves. Within two different sketches and gestures (one for the silhouette, one for the profile), users can design a wide variety of different models. Users can also edit locally and globally the resulting shape. With our approach, models are not anymore topologically equivalent to a sphere. Key words: Sketch-based 3D Modeling;



(a) Final model.



(b) The corresponding profile curve.



Figure 1: Creation of a complex model with only two sketches.



1 Introduction Due to the large complexity of existing geometric modeling software, 3D sketching is raising an increasing interest. With a sketching metaphor, users can rapidly transfer their idea of a 3D model to a 3D prototype. Sketching is also well suited for mobile devices - such as PDAs, cell phones or Tablet PCs that are becoming more and more common. Even with a large increase of computing resources, the design for the mobility and the reduced size induces some specificities for the interaction: a lower number of keys (or no keyboard), and the usage of a stylus. The common interaction approaches cannot be easily transferred from the workstation world to the world of mobile devices. We want to introduce these specificities in the design of our prototype for new 3D modeling tools. Because of the stylus, a drawing metaphor seems also to be an appropriate approach for modeling tasks. Using drawing techniques is not new in computer graphics. Sketching approaches (e.g. [27, 11]) have already explored different solutions to get fast and intuitive interfaces for creating and editing 3D models. These solutions have shown that a shape can be reconstructed from a set of strokes, lines (e.g. [27]), or from a set of curves and gestures (e.g. [11, 22, 12, 5, 20]). Inspired by these previous systems, our goal is to provide a set of tools that will increase the ability of sketch-



ing approaches, while keeping a fast response of the system and simplicity of the actions. There are four main contributions in this paper. (i) The first one is a method for selecting the profile of the inferred 3D model. With this approach, the user is not limited to ”blobby” objects. This allows creating models with complex topology (lines, curves) with only two sketches. (ii) The second one is a method for local and global edition of the profiles from the created 3D model. The users can adjust the profile locally or globally in order to fit their idea. (iii) We also present a set of interaction actions that allows the user to create a complex shape with a minimum of two curves. (iv) Finally, we present some improvements over the Teddy approach [11]. This paper is organized as follows. After an overview of previous work done in 3D sketching, we first present the general improvement of the Teddy system (Section 3). Then, we propose a solution for using complex sketched curves in order to control the profile of the final shape (Section 4), and the associated grammar of gestures and curves to globally and locally edit the profile (Section 5). After having discussed some results using our new tools (Section 6), we conclude and present some research directions for future work.



2 Previous work Many techniques are used by artists in order to suggest the object’s shape, like characteristic lines (or contour lines) or well-designed shading. Since drawing is a familiar task for a lot of people, many researchers have developed some tools inspired by these drawing/painting metaphors, mostly know as “sketching”. These approaches can be classified into two categories: the line or stroke based techniques on the one hand, and the techniques based on gestures and curves on the other hand. The most common approach is to infer a 3D volume from a set of characteristic lines drawn by a user [7, 24, 25]. This can also be done interactively [17, 19], and the ambiguities can be removed by a user-selection of an object list that corresponds to the drawing [16, 8], But these approaches are limited to polyhedral models, predefined shapes or parameterized objects[15]. With recent methods [22], users can design more complex 3D lines, but the final model is still limited to a wireframe one. The stroke-based approaches remove most of the limitations on possible 3D lines and 3D curves [21, 3], but they are mostly limited to illustration since they cannot really reconstruct a full 3D object. The most successful solutions are currently the gesture and curve approaches. They can create a larger range of shapes [27, 11, 14]. Such methods are based on a gesture grammar which is interpreted in order to select the modeling operation associated with drawn curves: extrusion, deformation, cutting, ... In order to provide smooth models, variational surfaces [5, 12, 28] and convolution surfaces [2, 1] have been introduced. The resulting model is an implicit surface that can be easily merged with other implicit models by simple CSG operations. But complex shapes can require a lot of these operations. Tai et al. [20] propose to extend the convolution surfaces [2, 1] by offering to the user the choice of the profile. This overcomes the present limitation to ”blobby” surfaces. But still, the profile is limited to a curve in polar coordinates. Also, an implicit surface still requires a meshing process for the final rendering, and thus does not allow a large scale of details. Some solutions have been proposed in order to create highly detailed models, by using the painting approach. Extending the work of Williams [26], Overveld introduced a shape modeling method by painting the surface gradient [23]. An original approach to edit shape by using shading information was introduced by Rushmeier et al. [18]. In [4, 13], pure 2D algorithms were introduced, but are still limited to the creation of a set of height-fields. Based on these observations, we design our sketching tools on the following choices. First, our system will directly infer a mesh from a set of gestures and curves,



augmenting the grammar defined in Teddy [11]. With a mesh, we are in theory not restricted by the polygonalization precision, if we can provide an adaptive sampling technique. We use gesture and curves to create the general profile of the reconstructed models, and to edit globally or locally the profile of the surface. Within two curves and gestures, a very complex shape can be created. 3 General approach



Figure 2: Triangulation from the silhouette curve (in black). The reconstructed skeleton is red and the internal edges are blue. Our approach is based on the Teddy system [11]. We keep the initial creation of a 3D model as previously defined: 1. The shape silhouette is sketched by the user and sampled. 2. From this silhouette samples, a constrained Delaunay triangulation (CDT) is computed in order to extract a skeleton. 3. The internal edges (from a point of the skeleton to a sample of the silhouette - see Figure 2) are created and sampled and the resulting points (called internal points) are elevated from the silhouette plane, in order to create the final mesh vertices. But the goal of our sketching tools is to create models that are topologically more complex than a sphere and to obtain more free-form models. We present in this section some required improvements of step 1 and 2 for the use of more generic profile curves, and also how to compute the normal of the resulting mesh vertices, in order to provide a smoother appearance of the final 3D object. 3.1 Sampling the silhouette In the previous approach [11], the sampling of the silhouette is a side effect of the user interaction. During the drawing process, only points which are distant of 15 (or other choice) pixels are kept. As a general improvement, we decide to approximate the silhouette by a parametric curve (like NURBS or BSplines) and to re-sample it. With this solution, we can
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first remove noise from the input, and smooth the resulting curve. Note that it would be possible to have an adaptive sampling of the silhouette curves, but for simplicity and efficiency, we have currently only implemented a uniform sampling. This is also a requirement of the skeleton creation, as defined in [11]. 3.2 3D position of internal points The next step is to create the mesh vertices that will follow the profile curve and the silhouette in order to get the shape of the 3D model. Originally [11], points are created along the internal edges on the silhouette plane ~ Y ~ ) and then elevated in the third dimension Z, ~ with (X, respect to the profile curve (see Figure 3-left). This can only work for profile curve that can be represented with a height-field. For more complex profile curves, we need to change this approach. We sample the profile curve in the 2D ~ axis, orthogonal to the silhouplane defined by the Z ette plane, and the direction from the skeleton to the sil~ . Then, for each internal edge, these samples houette V P p = (Pvp , Pzp ) are un-projected in order to create the final 3D vertices P (see Figure 3-right). First, the elevation of the skeleton point P s is computed as the average distance to connected silhouette samples. This value is then propagated along the internal edge as Pz =



Pzs Pzp , Lmax z



with Lmax corresponding to the maximum height of the z profile curve sketching zone (see Figure 3). With this approach, we can adjust the maximum elevation of the skeleton vertices, with the respect of the profile curve. Thus the skeleton vertices are not necessary the highest points of the model. We also need to guarantee that the first sample for the profile curve corresponds to a silhouette point. If Lv is ~ axis (see Figure 3), the position its coordinate on the V of the point on the silhouette plane is then Pvp Lv p P Py = Pys + Vy × v . Lv Px = Pxs + Vx ×



Note that in Teddy, we have the following condition: Lv = Lmax (see Figure 3-left). v 3.3 Improving the appearance of the model One well-identified problem with the original Teddy approach is the non-smoothness of the resulting shape, which generates visual discontinuities on the shaded surface. In [10], the authors proposed to apply a smoothing step on the resulting mesh, But this solution requires
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Figure 4: Geometric configuration for normal generation more steps for the model creation and slows down the sketching process. We prefer to provide an improved nor~ for each vertex of the final model, in mal computation N order to enhance the appearance. For a coherent generation, we propose the following conditions: • on silhouette samples, the projection of the normal on the silhouette plane has to be co-linear with the normal to the silhouette. This guarantees a visual continuity on the silhouette points. • on a skeleton point (non-extremal one), the projection of the normal on the silhouette plane has to be co-linear with the normal to the skeleton. • the variation of the projection on the silhouette plane has to be smooth along an internal edge. • the normal to the surface has to be orthogonal to the profile curve. With these conditions, we can have a localized generation of the normal, simultaneous to the generation of the mesh vertices. Along an internal edge, a linear interpolation is done between the normal to the silhouette N~ o and the normal to the skeleton N~ s , on the silhouette plane (the notations are illustrated in Figure 4): Nx = (1 − ρ) × Nxs + ρ × Nxo Ny = (1 − ρ) × Nys + ρ × Nyo . This linear interpolation guarantees that the three first conditions are fulfilled. Note that, for the extremal points of the skeleton, we set the normal to the direction of the internal edge: N~ s = V~ . Since the normal has to be orthogonal to the profile, we ~ · T~ = 0, where T~ is the tangent to have the condition N the profile (see Figure 4). Then, Nz =



Tx (Nx × Vx + Ny × Vy ). −Tz



The resulting vector is normalized to get the final normal vector.
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Figure 3: The standard profile curve (left) and a more complex one (right) with the resulting projected sampling on an internal edge. 4 Profile generation In this section we are going to present how to design, use and sample a profile curve.
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4.1 Designing a profile curve
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Figure 6: Adding the two points for continuity.



(a)



(b)



Figure 5: Sketches of two different profile curves: the left one was created by symmetry of the sketched upper quarter, the right one by symmetry of the left drawing zone. The first step is to sketch the profile curve. For now, the users are not allowed to sketch complete free-form curve. Indeed, they can only draw a part of the curve but no limitations are given on its shape as long as it doesn’t self-intersect. Users have two choices: either they sketch only a quarter of the curve or they sketch half of the curve. The rest of the curve is reconstructed by symmetry, and closed by adding the possible missing point on the axes of the sketching zone (see Figure 6). These two possibilities enable a larger amount of possible models. As for the silhouette, after the addition of the two points, we reconstruct the sketch with an approximation



curve in order to smooth it. Even if we use a NURBS1 , any other curve with similar properties can be used (e.g. an interpolation spline if we want to keep the sketch unchanged for example). Using parametric curves allows us an easier control of their sampling. 4.2 Sampling of the profile curve The last step is to sample the curve to get a set of points that will be the future internal points. In [6], Figueiredo performed an adaptive sampling of parametric curves by a recursive algorithm. The principle is that the curve is recursively subdivided until a fixed criterion is reached. However, there is no guarantee that this criterion isn’t reached too early. In this case, the curve can be strongly sub-sampled. This problem seems to be general for recursive solutions. Thus we decided to use an iterative algorithm. Its principle is that we oversample the curve and then keep points of interest. The first step is to uniformly oversample the curve. 1 we



are using NURBS++: http://libnurbs.sourceforge.net/



Points are sampled uniformly on the parametric curve by evaluating it with a small constant step. Then we want to remove some points depending on an error criterion. We evaluate the angle between the normals of two consecutive points, and if it is larger than a pre-defined threshold (π/35 in our application), the second point is removed. As a result we have only points in regions of interest. The number of points for these regions is dependent of the corresponding complexity of the curve (for example we have two or three points for a straight line). As we can edit the shape of the model, we want to keep the number of points on each internal edge constant during the edition process. This enables us to change the shape of a model by only moving its 3D points. Since the previous process doesn’t guarantee this condition, we can have two cases: first, we don’t have enough points and second we have more points that needed. As a solution of the first case we randomly pick points on the set of removed points with a uniform distribution. For the second case we randomly remove points on the result set, also with a uniform distribution. 5 Interaction 5.1 Full shape generation The creation of the profile curve adds a new step in the interaction loop between users and the sketching application. Now they have to draw two sketches in order to create a model contrary to most of the sketching applications that reconstruct a model only with the silhouette sketch. So users have one more gesture to do to get a model. But this gesture allows the creation of more details on the surface, and in only two gestures, it is now possible to create complex shapes. The new process is composed of two steps. First, the users sketch the profile curve, and second the silhouette. Then, the complete 3D model is inferred. 5.2 Global edition We can also use the profile curve in order to edit globally the reconstructed model. Once the shape is inferred, the user can simply sketch different profile curves until the 3D object reaches a sufficient similarity with his idea. The mesh modification is very simple since the vertices have only to be moved in the respect of the new profile, and the corresponding normals re-computed. This can be done since we are using the same number of points for sampling the profile curve. This approach of global edition can be used for a more progressive for model generation approach. First, the user sketches the silhouette, and a 3D model is inferred using the standard profile (spherical). Then, he can sketch the profile to his desired shape.



5.3 Local edition Moreover we have developed a local edition of the surface. This increases the range of possible shape by enabling the combination of different profile curves along the resulting surface. In order to apply a change only locally, users have to first select a region of the surface and then change the profile curve. The system will then move the triangulation similar to the global edition, but only for the selected zone. The selection is also done using sketching interaction. A 2D sketch is drawn on the screen and is then reprojected in the 3D world of the model and sampled. We define a plane between each sample and its follower. Finally, we select the internal edge that have their two extremal points (one on the silhouette, and one on the skeleton) in the upper region of all planes. The corresponding vertices are then moved according to the new profile curve.



(a) User have drawn a sketch of selection.



(b) Selected points are in red.



6 Results and discussion The prototype system was written in the C++ language using the OpenGL library to render models and the Qt library to design the interface. All example models shown in this paper were built with the prototype system by using a PC with a 3 GHz processor.



Figure 7: Using a spherical profile to get a Teddy-like shape (you can see the smoothness of the appearance due to our normals computation). Our framework allows users to create a wide range of different models by only drawing two sketches. By using a spherical profile curve, all models with Teddy-like shape are possible (see Figure 7). With the possibility to



change the profile, we increase the possible range of models that can be created. Shapes are not limited anymore to “blobby” object. With our system a profile can have curves along with straight lines as can be seen in Figure 1(b). Besides, with the two different modes for the profile, we can create such interesting models as a flowerpot for instance (Figure 8). The current limitation of our profile is that we cannot have complete free-form sketches for now.



(a) Original model.



(b) Designing the new (c) Final model using profile. global edition.



Figure 9: Designing a plate in two sketches.



(a) Changing the profile.



(b) Final model of the flowerpot.



Finally, Figure 10 illustrates the local edition as described in Section 5.3. Figure 10(a) shows an object reconstructed with a spherical profile. We then sketched a new profile that can be seen in Figure 10(b). Figure 10(c) illustrates that this modification of the profile was just done on the selected internal edges. After successive selections and profile modifications we can get complicated models as in Figure 11. We first sketched the silhouette of the hammer. We then did a first selection of the head and sketched a square profile. Finally we selected the points of the pommel and sketched a profile with a hollow.



Figure 8: Creation of a flowerpot.



(a) Original model.



We have created several models with the different interaction loops in order to validate them. Thus, for the full shape generation as described in Section 5.1, we have sketched the flowerpot of the Figure 8(b) by first drawing a profile curve (as in Figure 8(a)) and then the silhouette. Within two sketches, the final model is generated. For the global edition as described in Section 5.2, we have sketched the shape in Figure 9(c). It was created by first sketching the silhouette. The initial reconstructed model had a spherical topology (see Figure 9(a)). We then edit the shape by sketching the new profile curve shown in Figure 9(b). The result of this change can be seen in Figure 9(c). With the reconstruction of the 3D model between these two operations allows users to more easily prototype 3D models with complex shape, by a progressive visualization of the process. More complex shapes can be obtained by using more complex profile curves as in Figure 1. This object would require a lot of surface modification in stat-of-the-art sketching systems.



(b) Designing the new (c) Final model using profile. local edition.



Figure 10: Local edition of a model.



Figure 11: Designing a hammer in only five sketches. We still have some problems in the sketched shape,



mostly due to the uniform sampling of the silhouette and to the skeleton creation. Indeed, because of this sampling, the triangulation is far from being equilateral. On the contrary we have lots of thin triangles. We have very small triangles too. Thus, even with the normal improvement, we get some artifacts during rendering. Using the approach described in [9], a better skeleton can be generated and we can get rid of the uniform sampling of the silhouette (see Section 3.1).



with our improved normal computation on each mesh vertex. We believe that a more robust algorithm for the skeleton [9], with an adaptive sampling of the silhouette can provide the solution to our problems. We have also shown that sketching can be used to create quite complex shapes. We want to investigate new possibilities by a complete free-form definition of the profile curves. We also believe that similar approach can be used for the generation of complex topology (3D objects with holes as an example). References [1] A. Alexe, L. Barthe, M.P. Cani, and V. Gaildrat. Shape modelling by sketching using convolution surfaces. In Pacific Graphics (Short Papers), October 2005.



Figure 12: GI model created with our framework. 7 Conclusion and future work In this paper, we have presented some new sketching tools for the creation of more complex objects with a reduced number of sketched curves. They are based on the description of the profile curve used for inferring an object from its sketched silhouette. We have presented some improvements over the mesh generation of the curve and gesture approaches [11]: we are not limited to curve in polar coordinates for the definition of the profile, and we can provide a smooth appearance with our localized normal computation for each vertex of the resulting mesh. With these improvements, we can now define more complex profile curves to create a full shape or to edit it globally or locally. Besides we have integrated these functions in a prototype system that allows the manipulation of models. The results are promising and show a large variety of possible shapes. Future work Since our approach is based on the initial Teddy system, all the other gesture and curve interactions would be still usable. We need to integrate them in our prototype in order to create a full sketching system, which can provide a larger range of 3D models. Also, the main remaining problem, as described in the Section 6, is the skeleton generation and the silhouette sampling. This appears through visual artifacts, even
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Company Profile 

Produits. _ Infographie d'actualitÃ© et contexte â€“ production Suisse et collaboration avec des partenaires internationales. Infographies dessinÃ©es, animÃ©es et ...
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Liasse fiscale CURVES FRANCE & SUISSE 

(7). (8) Détail des produits et charges sur exercices antérieurs : produits de ... (6) Dont intérêts concernant les entreprises liées. 1K. - Crédit-bail immobilier. HQ.
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ANALLAGMATIC SPIRALS PURSUIT CURVES HYPERBOLIC 

and is in bijection with ] âˆ’ Ï€/2, +Ï€/2[. Gdâˆ’1 is defined on ] âˆ’ Ï€/2, +Ï€/2[ with the same precautions as for inverse trigonometric functions. Other formulas are :.
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Mastering BÃ©zier curves - inweboftp 

74. Technique. Computer Arts June 2008. Illustrator. Mastering. BÃ©zier curves. Used properly, the. BÃ©zier-curving Pen tool in ... understanding how they work.
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gentle curves dangerous curves book 4 dbid 3hev 
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High-resolution, real-time 3D imaging with fringe analysis 

achieve higher accuracy, but this slows down the mea- surement speed. To reach real-time .... efficiently by this technique. This technique can also be used to ...
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Page 1 Naipo USer NMCInUCl Shiotsu 3D Rotofing Mossoger with ... 

Do not pull or twist the appliance on the cable, the power supply unit or the control .... Débranchez foujours Tappareil de la prise électrique immédiatement après ...
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3D Data Denoising and Inpainting with the Fast Curvelet transform 

Oct 5, 2010 - With the increasing computing power and memory storage capabilities of computers, it becomes .... with 2-D smooth surface-like singularities.
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